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a script from 

 “A Fun Call to Worship: The Principal”  
by 

Ginny Neil 
 
 
 

What In this skit, a principal makes several mistakes during the morning 
announcements, reminding us that we all make mistakes and can lean on God 
for wisdom. 
 
Themes: Worship, Praise, Wisdom, Mistakes 

 
Who Principal- male or female 

Voice- offstage- male or female 
  

 
When Present 
 
Costumes 
and  
Props 

Business attire 
Microphone 
Bell sound  
Principal desk plate  
Table  
Hair 

 
Why Psalms 111:10, 107:43 
 
How Although these are silly skits, the humor should not overshadow the invitational 

feel at the end. While the setting is a principal’s office, this could also be set as a 
student assembly and you can add an administrative assistant in lieu of an 
offstage voice that keeps approaching the principal to correct him/her.  
 
Have fun with this! Feel free to ad lib your own lines as well. 

 
Time Approximately 1 minute 
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There’s a desk with a microphone on it and a desk plate that says Principal. The 
Principal enters and sits down. School bell rings and Principal blows into microphone 
several times.   

 Principal: Is this thing on? Testing! Testing! 1,2,3 testing. 

Voice: You have to push the button. 

 Principal: (places hand over mike and looks back) The left one? 

Voice: Right. 

Principal: The right one? 

Voice: No, the left one. 

Principal: Right. 

Voice: THE LEFT BUTTON. PUSH THE LEFT BUTTON! 

Principal: (exaggerated frustration) Okay already. (pushes button and speaks with 
great pride and importance into the microphone) Welcome students 
and staff. These are your morning announcements.  We are on block 
schedule C today.  

Voice: We’re on Schedule B today. 

Places hand over mike and looks back at voice. 

Principal: We are? (speaking into microphone) Correction. We are on block 
schedule B today. Block schedule C is tomorrow.  

Voice: Tomorrow is Saturday. 

Principal: (places hand over mike and looks back at offstage voice) Oh, yeah. It is. 
(turns back to mike) Correction to the correction. Tomorrow is Saturday. 
Block Schedule C is Monday. 

Voice: Monday is a holiday. 

 Principal: (places hand over mike and looks backstage) Oops! I forgot. (speaking in 
microphone) Correction to the correction to the correction. I don’t know 
when Block Schedule C is. 

Voice: No kidding. 
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Principal: (hand over mike looking backstage, a bit annoyed) Well, I may not know 
much, but I do know this—even when I lack wisdom, Psalm 111:10 tells 
me that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom and Psalm 
107:43 tells me that whoever is wise, will consider the steadfast love of 
the Lord.  

Voice: Good point. 

Principal: (blowing into mike) Is this thing still on? Testing, testing. Whatever the 
schedule is or isn’t, let us approach the Lord with fear and reverence as 
we consider His steadfast love. That is all, thank you.  

Lights out.  
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